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CRITERIA FOR THE AWARD 
 
 
The jury is looking especially for museums, exhibitions, programmes and museum 
environments that show: 
 

• a commitment to children, to encourage children’s curiosity and to stimulate their 
imagination 

• creativity and innovation 

• quality learning experiences 
 
 
 
 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE AWARD  
 
 

• Permanent space designed for children up to the age of 14 years 
 

• Age-appropriate exhibitions and/or programmes based on the cognitive, social 
and emotional development of children 

 

• Permanent staff/ management 
 

• Dedicated budget 
 

• Interactive learning experiences and exhibit strategies engaging as many 
senses as possible 

 

• Specialist provision for children within the museum sector internationally 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
This is the tenth year of the Award, and no-one could have foreseen the events which have 
overtaken us all in the last two years and the effect that the Covid-19 pandemic has had 
worldwide on cultural heritage, commerce and our personal lives. We are very happy that 
this year it has been possible to visit shortlisted candidates in person. Although online 
discussions have been very helpful in order to keep the Award scheme alive, these are no 
substitute for face-to-face dialogues with candidates and the opportunity to see the work 
being done for children in museums throughout Europe. 
 
 
The Children’s Museum Award was established in 2011 by the European Museum Academy 
and Hands On! International for the recognition of excellence in the specific sector of 
international children’s museums. In 2014 the name of the Award was changed to the 
Children in Museums Award, to reflect the wider range of provision for children in today’s 
museums. Applications are welcomed from children’s museums and from education, 
children and youth departments in museums and science centres, both long-established and 
recently opened.  
 
 
The European Museum Academy (EMA) is a non-profit Foundation established to reflect 
museums at the international level, to promote research on museography and museology as 
a high cultural activity, to provide constructive criticism and promote discussion on new 
exhibitions and museums, and to diffuse museological knowledge and ideas among 
members of the profession. It aims to promote the conception and development of new as 
well as of traditional museums as tools of social change. EMA co-operates with Hands On! 
International Association of Children in Museums for this Award. Judges representing the 
European Museum Academy are also active members of the Academy in a number of roles. 
www.europeanmuseumacademy.eu  
 
Hands On! International Association of Children in Museums (HO!I), is an international 
professional organisation representing and advocating for its non-profit member institutions.  
It actively stimulates the creation and development of children’s museums (including science 
centres and large collections-based institutions serving young visitors) and more space for 
cultural and educational activities for children and young people. HO!I supports the important 
role of children’s museums as centres where play inspires creativity, informal and lifelong 
learning. www.hands-on-international.net.  

 

http://www.europeanmuseumacademy.eu/
http://www.hands-on-international.net/
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THE JUDGES’ REPORT 
 
 
 
The panel of judges considered carefully all the material submitted by the candidates, paying 
special attention to the ways in which a candidate is likely to change the course of museum 
thinking or museum practice, nationally and internationally, with imaginative interpretation 
and presentation being marked highly.  From 13 applications the judges reached a varied 
shortlist of museums.  All are museums of the highest quality and show no compromises in 
subjects and approaches which are interesting for children, all stretch their imagination and 
range of interests. They tackle subjects from water management to Noah’s Ark, and from 
Hans Christian Andersen to a wide network linked to a particular city. Museums are 
increasingly consulting children on their programmes and others create many playful and 
meaningful activities for adults and children to share.  New standards have been set this 
year for what museums working with children can achieve, and what children can aspire to 
under online guidance, learning in a playful and interactive way. 
 
After an intensive period of exchange of views, a final shortlist was announced: 
 
 
 

• Hidrodoe, Herentals, Belgium 
 

• Hans Christian Andersen House, Ville Vau and The Universe of Learning,  
     Odense, Denmark 

 

• ANOHA – Children’s World of the Jewish Museum, Berlin, Germany 
 

• National Gallery of Slovenia, Ljubljana, Slovenia 
 

• Kindermuseum Creaviva im Zentrum Paul Klee, Bern, Switzerland 
 

• Leeds Museums & Galleries, Leeds, United Kingdom 
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HIDRODOE, HERENTALS  
 
Founded in 2003 by Pidpa, a Flemish integrated water company, this is an interactive 
experience centre with water as its subject. The mission of Hidrodoe is to teach visitors, 
especially children aged 6-10, the value of water. Young and old learn in an interactive way, 
using all the senses. The aim is to ‘convey the value of water and to promote the drinking of 
tap water in an educational, unique, sustainable and hospitable way’. The museum 
understands the value of play-based learning in connection with the development of 
children’s creative thinking, critical development, problem solving and communication skills. 
Children are given tasks which are meaningful to them, where they can manage their own 
learning and adjust the level of difficulty to their own ability. In addition to the permanent 
exhibition there is another following the United Nations’ annual theme which in 2022 is 
‘Groundwater – making the invisible visible’. This year a creative workshop was organised in 
the school holidays, where children learned about fish that live at greater depths and so are 
almost invisible to humans. In their work Hidrodoe strives to make the operation behind the 
scenes modern, sustainable and innovative. Experiments, workshops, science shows, 
treasure hunts, birthday parties and hiking walks are organised. Feedback by children is 
welcome, as is their honesty. 
 
The judges said that the well-researched and targeted content addresses issues and ideas 
that are contemporary, provocative and emotional, engaging as many senses as possible 
and fulfilling the mission of teaching visitors the value of water. The museum’s participatory 
approach involves children in the conception and design testing and evaluation of 
programmes and exhibitions. They mentioned especially the various forms of the characters 
created to make the abstract theme of producing drinking water understandable to children. 

 

 
 
Hidrodoe 
(Director: Hilde De Laet) 
Haanheuvel 7 
BE-2200 Herentals 
Belgium 
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HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN HOUSE, VILLE VAU AND THE UNIVERSE OF 
LEARNING, ODENSE 
 
The H.C. Andersen House, part of Odense City Museums, opened in June 2021. It is a 
journey into the author’s creative mind and his world-famous fairy tales. Ville Vau is an 
immersive children’s culture department. Children and their parents are transported into the 
world of one of history’s greatest storytellers with the aid of scenography and costumes, vivid 
storytelling and workshops, with endless possibilities for children’s own creations. There are 
four core parts: Fairytale Land is an aesthetic and artistic interpretation of the themes and 
places in Andersen’s tales, where children can play freely and create new tales or become 
his characters. In the Workshop Room children are introduced to Andersen’s artistic 
methods and are invited to try these for themselves. The Art Studio is full of daylight, where 
nature, time of day and year enables children, like Andersen, to involve these aspects in 
their own creations. On the Stage live performances of storytelling of Andersen’s fairy tales 
are enacted. An educational programme entitled The Universe of Learning offers open and 
dialogue-guided tours designed for different age-groups, from kindergarten to upper 
secondary classes. These tours have a communicator, who prioritises making children feel 
safe, and that together they are going to work, think and create as Andersen. 
 
In the opinion of the judges the museum offers playful, safe environments for open-ended 
learning. Storytelling and workshops deepen the experience for children and their families. 
The H.C. Andersen House is both a homage to the world-famous author and to the child in 
ourselves. Through a Performance School and an Art Studio the museum facilitates artistic 
growth and helps children to realise their potential. 
 

 
 
H. C. Andersens Hus 
(Director: Henrik Harnow) 
H.C. Andersen Haven 1 
DK-5000 Odense 
Denmark 
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ANOHA – CHILDREN’S WORLD OF THE JEWISH MUSEUM, BERLIN 
 
ANOHA opened in 2021 in a former wholesale market. It describes itself as an immersive 
experience for children and families dedicated to the story of Noah’s Ark from the Torah, 
raising many social and religious questions about how we want to live together. At the centre 
of the exhibition is an enormous wooden Ark with 150 different animal sculptures, created by 
artists using reclaimed materials. Children visit accompanied by adults, while adults are only 
allowed to visit with children. In-depth programmes are offered in workshops and mobile 
formats each out to the neighbourhood and beyond. As members of the Children’s Advisory 
Board children are invited to share their ideas during the development of new programmes. 
The museum focuses on exploring values and ethical questions, and the story of Noah’s Ark 
serves as a springboard for discussing global questions, how to approach rules and fellow 
human beings, as well as topical issues such as nature and the environment, identity and 
diversity. Programmes reach out to Turkish and Arabic communities, as well as to migrants. 
The approach is consistently accessible and creates an environment in which children have 
fun, feel comfortable and can express themselves freely.  
 
The judges felt this is an outstanding children’s museum in concept, design, approach and 
execution. It achieves what many children’s museums and museum experiences for children 
strive for, being truly child-centred, providing for and respecting the child’s voice, rights and 
varied learning styles. The staff come from diverse backgrounds, are well trained and are 
empowered to use a discovery-based approach to facilitate discussion and think of 
challenging issues within an evidence-based framework. 
 

 
 
 
ANOHA – Die Kinderwelt des Jüdischen Museums Berlin 
(Director: Hetty Berg) 
Lindenstrasse 9-14 
DE-10969 Berlin 
Germany 
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NATIONAL GALLERY OF SLOVENIA, LJUBLJANA 
 
While the Gallery aims to address all generations, it recognises the need to provide an open, 
welcoming space for young people. Today youngsters are facing loneliness, due to the 
increased use of augmented reality, video games and social media, and consequently often 
face social anxiety, depression and behavioural problems. They are unable to form 
meaningful relationships, a situation worsened by the pandemic. The Gallery has made 
great efforts to change the perception it is a rigid, traditional place. Public youth events were 
introduced, beginning with a free evening drawing in the Gallery, with artistic materials 
provided. Because young people have been losing their fine motor skills and artistic 
imagination a bridge was needed between contemporary trends and old masterpieces and 
the Gallery approached young people through Japanese manga art, currently a big hit 
among the young via comic books, animated films and video games. Beginning with manga 
workshops, these proved so popular they were upgraded to monthly manga art courses, 
thematically adapted to visitors’ wishes. Summer holiday workshops were also introduced, 
with lunch provided. Weekend movie and sketching events followed. Themes for courses 
and workshops are proposed by youngsters, creating a relaxed yet motivated atmosphere.  
 
The judges said the museum’s initiative and efforts in engaging teenagers through its highly 
original programming is commendable. They found particularly refreshing and interesting the 
strategy of integrating elements of Japanese manga art with works from the permanent 
collection as a tool to engage youngsters, encouraging creativity and self-expression.  
 

 
 
Narodna Galerija 
(Director: Barbara Jaki) 
Puharjeva 9 
SI-1000 Ljubljana 
Slovenia 
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CREAVIVA CHILDREN’S MUSEUM, BERN 
 
This is a centre for interactive and hands-on art education and collaborative art mediation in 
the Zentrum Paul Klee. Its target audience is families, with a strong focus on workshops and 
school classes. Specialising in analogue, personal and guided mediation formats based on 
creative practice, the starting point of the educational work is the life and work of Paul Klee 
and the collections. The museum aims to arouse curiosity about art by giving visitors the 
opportunity to be creative themselves. The ‘Kinderforum/Saturdays in the Laboratory’, with 
its combination of multi-sensory experience and insights into the design process, gives 
children the freedom to do-determine the programme and pursue their own projects. Work in 
the studio is combined with an art tour of the expositions. A holiday course entitled ‘Youth-art 
impulse days’, is tasked with developing a sculpture on a particular theme, with participation 
by young people. There is constant feedback on the work in Creaviva, and in recent years 
the museum has been focusing on making structural changes and including people with 
disabilities in projects. Creaviva is part of a consortium that wants to design an exhibition for 
children on the subject of ‘developing empathy’. The aim of this will be to create the basic 
prerequisites for inclusion. The museum strives to respond to current issues in society, and a 
mobile art studio focusing on sustainability is currently being built.  
 
The judges said that developing children’s creativity and making them feel relaxed in the 
museum environment is something which Creaviva has known for years. That basic activity 
has been enriched with an inclusive approach towards disabled and ‘different’ people. 
Through the themes chosen, they also target important contemporary world issues. 
 

 
 
Kindermuseum Creaviva im Zentrum Paul Klee 
(Director: Pia Lädrach) 
Monument im Fruchtland 
CH-3006 Bern 
Switzerland 
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LEEDS MUSEUMS & GALLERIES, LEEDS 
 
This is the largest government-managed museum service in England, holding 1.3 million 
objects and managing nine museums and galleries across Leeds. It led a city-wide 
consortium of over 50 arts, cultural and community organisations and more than 30 primary 
schools to co-create the Leeds Curriculum. This provides primary teachers with the 
resources needed to teach pupils aged 5-11 with a place-based, local approach, using arts 
and culture to cover any subject. The Curriculum is freely available on a website which hosts 
national teaching resources: mylearning.org/collections/leeds.curriculum. There are 55,000 
young people of primary school age in Leeds and the Curriculum, about a place, for a place 
and by a place gives children a sense of belonging and being grounded, to enable them to 
reach their potential. The Curriculum is a package of cultural resources and stories about 
Leeds, each containing a ‘hook story’, something interesting and curious about the city. 
Many stories are based on objects in the Leeds Museums & Galleries collections, and cover 
a diverse geographical and chronological range, while also highlighting a contemporary 
issue. They are co-produced with communities with links to all the organisations which host 
information, workshops and resources. Teachers, pupils and arts organisations are involved 
at every stage and remain involved.  
 
The judges remarked that this is an exceptional network of culture and art organisations and 
teachers/schools built around (a) a philosophy, (b) a set of programmatic lines, including 
materials and (c) a huge selection of stories in and around Leeds, built around co-creation 
and cooperation, thanks to the investment and especially support of the local government. 
 

 
 
Leeds Museums and Galleries 
(Director: David Hopes) 
Leeds Discovery Centre 
Carlisle Road 
Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS10 1LB 
United Kingdom 
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THE 2022 CHILDREN IN MUSEUMS AWARD JOINT WINNERS 
 
This year the judges found themselves in an unusual situation, being unable to separate two 
very different applications as the front runners for the Award. After a great deal of animated 
discussion, it was agreed that in these exceptional circumstances the Award should be split 
between two museums, each holding the trophy for six months. 
 
 

Creaviva Children’s Museum, Bern, Switzerland – Children curate Klee 
 
As an integral component of the Zentrum Paul Klee in Bern, Switzerland, Creaviva aims to 
arouse curiosity in art by enabling children to be creative themselves.  With its summer 
exhibition ‘A Shining Secret - Children Curate Klee’, Zentrum Paul Klee and Creaviva have 
pushed the boundaries of art experience by enabling children to be the curators, choosing 
the theme, the works and the method of presentation for this major exhibition. The process 
used to achieve this is explained in a separate exhibition in Creaviva itself.  This project is an 
outstanding demonstration of what can be achieved when we develop things together with 
children as equal partners in a project.  

 

 
 
 

Leeds Museums and Galleries, United Kingdom – Leeds Curriculum 
 
This city-wide arts and cultural project led by Leeds Museums and Galleries was created to 
build a sense of identity, pride and connection with city, community and self, amongst 
children across all of the diverse areas of Leeds.  Through a vast network of organisations, 
professionals and school children, over 300 ‘real-life’ stories were gathered and shared on a 
freely accessible website as a resource for teachers to use in their classrooms and on visits 
to the museums and cultural organisations of Leeds.  This project is exceptional in terms of 
its potential to have a long-term impact on the children of Leeds and the scale of 
engagement across the city’s cultural organisations.  
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THE TROPHY 
 
 

 
 
 
The trophy is a bronze statue of Miffy, the world-famous children’s character, which was 
created by Dick Bruna (1927-2017). The sculptor is Marc Bruna, Dick Bruna’s younger son.  
This (only existing) statue is a scale model of the original statue that is in Utrecht, the home 
of Dick Bruna in The Netherlands.  The statue was donated to the city by the Soroptimist 
Club of Utrecht in the 1990s.  
 
2020 was Miffy’s 65th anniversary and yet she still appeals to children all over the world – the 
Miffy books are now translated in more than 50 languages.  As a character, Miffy embodies 
the principles of creativity, fantasy, openness (she looks at you), positivity, freedom of 
thinking and child friendliness.  Her profile as the familiar, friendly character that children 
worldwide recognise and love was underlined in 2004 when New York City chose Miffy as 
their Family Tourist Ambassador in a bid to attract tourists’ families back to the city, post 
9/11.  
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APPENDIX ONE: LIST OF CANDIDATES FOR THE 2022 AWARD 
 

 
 
 
Belgium                              Herentals: Hidrodoe 
                                           www.hidrodoe.be  
 
Denmark                           Odense: Hans Christian Andersen House, Ville Vau and the 

Universe of Learning 
                                           www.hcandersenshus.dk/en/ville-vau  
 
Germany         Berlin: ANOHA – Children’s World of the Jewish Museum 
          www.anoha.de  
 
Greece         Athens: Hellenic Children’s Museum 
                                           www.hcm.gr  
 
Ireland          Dublin: Museum of Literature Ireland (MoLi) 
          www.moli.ie  
 
Netherlands, The        Enkhuizen: Zuiderzeemuseum 
          www.zuiderzeemuseum.nl  
 
Norway         Finnsnes: Children’s Museum in Mid-Troms 
          www.barnemuseet.no  
 
Romania         Suceava: National Museum of Bukovina 
          www.muzeulbucovinei.ro  
 
Slovenia         Ljubljana: National Gallery of Slovenia 
          www.ng-slo.si  
 
Switzerland         Bern: Creaviva Children’s Museum 
                                          www.creaviva-zpk.org  
 
Türkiye         Istanbul: Usturlab Education, Consultancy and Organisation 
        Limited Company 
          www.usturlab.com.tr  
 
United Kingdom        Leeds: Leeds Museums and Galleries 
          www.museumsandgalleries.leeds.gov.uk  
 
United States          Mineapolis: American Swedish Institute 
          www.asimn.org  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.hidrodoe.be/
http://www.hcandersenshus.dk/en/ville-vau
http://www.anoha.de/
http://www.hcm.gr/
http://www.moli.ie/
http://www.zuiderzeemuseum.nl/
http://www.barnemuseet.no/
http://www.muzeulbucovinei.ro/
http://www.ng-slo.si/
http://www.creaviva-zpk.org/
http://www.usturlab.com.tr/
http://www.museumsandgalleries.leeds.gov.uk/
http://www.asimn.org/
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APPENDIX TWO: THE 2022 PANEL OF JUDGES 
 
 
 

 Elaine Chan oversees Early Years and Family Programmes in her role as 
Assistant Director (Learning) at National Gallery Singapore, where she contributed to the 
development of the Keppel Centre for Art Education which won the Children in Museums 
Award in 2018 for innovative art education, awarded by Hands On! International Association 
and the European Museum Academy. An early childhood practitioner by training, Elaine is 
interested in how the arts can help us look and re-look at ourselves and our world. She 
believes that early exposure to art fosters curiosity in children and encourages them to make 
new discoveries beyond the boundaries of curriculum. Elaine holds a M.Ed in Early 
Childhood Education from Nanyang Technological University, Singapore. [Ho!I] 
 
 

 Jörg Ehtreiber studied physics, chemistry and museum 
education at the University of Graz, Austria. After that, he became head and curator of the 
energy department at the Technical Museum in Vienna, followed by the position as Head of 
the hands-on exhibitions unit. Ehtreiber completed a management training and founded MTC 
(Museum & Technology Company). He worked several years as a consultant for museums 
and governmental institutions, planning and implementing large-scale exhibition projects. In 
2003, he became Director and CEO of KIMUS, which includes the Graz Children's Museum 
FRida & freD and the Fairy Tale Express Graz. Since 2015, he is President of Hands On! 
International Association of Children in Museums and serves on various boards in an 
advisory capacity. Ehtreiber was in charge of Science Center CoSA - Center of Science 
Activities - that opened in Graz in 2019. He is currently working on an inclusive museum 
about the Austrian composer Robert Stolz that will open in May 2023. [HO!I] 
 
 

 Susanne Gesser worked as a curator at the Frankfurt Children’s Museum 
since 1992, which she has also headed since 1998. She is also head of the Department of 
Education and participation at the Frankfurt Historical Museum. Between 2003 and 2017 she 
also represented the Frankfurt Historical Museum in building planning matters and has been 
a member of its New Concept working group. Susanne was also the project coordinator for 
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the permanent exhibition Frankfurt Now! and founder of the ‘City Laboratory’, which she 
leads. She is co-founder of the Federal Association of German Children’s Museums as well 
as founding member of the German Association of Museum Education. She is on the Board 
of Directors of Hands On! International Association of Children in Museums. [HO!I] 
 

 Dirk Houtgraaf has been for many years the director of Public Services of 
Naturalis, the Dutch National Museum of Natural History. He also has been the leader of the 
exhibit development team and the educational department in the years before. During the 
years he has been involved in several educational forums, boards and foundations, and for 
example in the branding of the public libraries. He is a biologist and strategic marketeer by 
training. Nowadays he returned as a Director Public & Market (ad interim) to Naturalis as 
well as working as a strategic manager at the Dutch Cultural Heritage Agency. Besides he is 
one of the board members of the European Museum Academy and the author of books 
including ‘Businessmodels’ (Dutch) and ‘Mastering a Museum Plan: Strategies for Exhibit 
Development”’ (English). [EMA] 

 

 Gregor Isenbort studied economic and social history and philosophy in 
Bonn (Germany) and Perugia (Italy). 1998-2002 were spent at the House of History of the 
Federal Republic of Germany in Bonn, before moving to the Rhineland Industrial Museum 
(2003-2004).  From 2004 to 2007 he worked at the Rhineland State Museum in Bonn, before 
winning a DAAD scholarship in Bogota, Columbia (2005-2006). In 2007 he became Head of 
Public Relations and Temporary Exhibitions at the Museum for Communication in Berlin, 
where he stayed until 2013. He is currently Director of the DASA Working World Exhibition in 
Dortmund. [EMA] 
 
 

  Petra Katzenstein started her career as a drama psychotherapist, working 
in hospitals and schools for children with special needs.  Over 30 years ago she started as a 
tour guide at the Jewish Historical Museum in Amsterdam and was the initiator of the Prince 
Bernhard Cultural Foundation’s award-winning Children’s Museum at the JHM.  She worked 
on the development of the I ASK method, training and handbook, which helps museum staff 
to encourage visitors to open up to unfamiliar things.  She is a former Vice-President of 
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Hands On! and co-organised with the Rijksmuseum the 2015 Conference in Amsterdam. 
Petra gives advice to other Jewish Museums worldwide. [HO!I] 
 
 

Lidija Nikočević is an anthropologist with a career in safeguarding 
heritage and museums for many years. Since 1997 she has been the Director of the 
Ethnographic Museum of Istria, Croatia. Communication in museums is one of her main 
interests and so she is specially interested in young visitors. Within her studies, she carried 
out research in migrations, political anthropology, historical anthropology and rituals in 
transformation. Intangible heritage is also one of the main topics of her professional activity. 
She has been President of the Croatian ICOM National Committee (2010-2013) and 
Treasurer of ICME (ICOM). At present she is the Croatian representative in the ŽIVA award 
competition for the best Slavic museum and a member of the Advisory Committee for 
intangible heritage of Croatia. [EMA] 
 
 

  Gordan Nikolov has a BA in Ethnology (Philosophical Faculty, 
University of Belgrade) and an MA in Traditional Pottery (Institute of Geography, Department 
of Ethnology, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Skopje). He has been involved in numerous 
projects involving education of children about folk pottery and promotion of intercultural 
values. Through his specialization on museum management (Course in Museum 
Management Technology, Osaka, Japan at the National Museum of Ethnology - MINPAKU), 
he has helped in the development, organization and opening of multiple museums on a 
national and local level in his country. He was visiting professor at the American College in 
Skopje and visiting professor at MINPAKU - Institute for Advanced Studies, Osaka, Japan. 
He has been a director and president of the board at the National Museum of the RN 
Macedonia, where he currently works as curator advisor - head of collection for folk pottery, 
porcelain, glass works and painting with ethno motifs. He has been a part of international 
organizations for protection and promotion of cultural heritage including the European 
Museum Academy and the Forum of Slavic Cultures (FSK), as well as ICOM (MNK), 
ICOMOS (MNK) and Blue Shield (MNK).  [EMA] 
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  Leigh-Anne Stradeski has been Chief Executive of Eureka! The National 
Children’s Museum for the past 15 years. Prior to that she was Executive Director of the 
London Regional Children’s Museum in London, Ontario for seven years and held senior 
level positions in communications, marketing and fundraising in the tertiary health care and 
higher education sectors. She holds an MPA from the University of Western Ontario and a 
BA from the University of Alberta. Leigh-Anne has held positions on boards and advisory 
committees in arts, culture and museums on both sides of the Atlantic.  She is a board 
member of the Association of Science and Discovery Centres – UK, a member of the 
partnership board of Sheffield University’s Centre for the Study of Childhood and Youth, and 
an advisor to the Save Childhood movement. She is Past-President of Hands-On 
International and a past trustee of the Association of Children’s Museums.  Leigh-Anne was 
awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Education from Leeds Beckett University in 2014 and an 
Inspiration Award from Calderdale Community College in 2010. [HO!I] 
 
 

 Elia Vlachou is an Archaeologist-Museologist. Director of Projects, 
Partnerships & Development at the Cultural Foundation of the National Bank of Greece; 
Museum & Cultural Management Consultant, Co-founder and Gal Secretary of the Hellenic 
Steam Institute, a non-profit association dedicated to the preservation and valorization of 
industrial heritage. As Head of the Museums Department at the Piraeus Cultural Foundation 
(2007 – 2017), she has coordinated a Network of nine museums, numerous projects and 
activities. Elia gives lectures on cultural management at graduate and postgraduate level. 
Member of the Pool of Experts of the European Museum Academy and member of 
international juries awarding prizes to museums and cultural projects. Main research 
interests: cultural management; innovative methods of interpretation of material and 
intangible culture; audience development; analysis of the visitors' experience; protection and 
valorisation of the technological heritage. [EMA] 
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APPENDIX THREE 
 
 
WINNERS OF THE AWARD 
 
 
2012   Tropenmuseum Junior, Amsterdam, The Netherlands  
 
2013   Please Touch Museum, Philadelphia, USA 
 
2014   National Gallery of Denmark (SMK), Copenhagen, Denmark 
 
2015   Lifetime Achievement Awards were awarded to: 
 
   ZOOM Kindermuseum, Vienna, Austria 
   Boston Children’s Museum, Boston, USA 
 
2016   GeoFort, Herwijnen, The Netherlands 
 
2017   National Museum of Science and Technology, Stockholm, Sweden 
 
2018   Keppel Centre for Art Education, National Gallery Singapore 
 
2019   Ker ImagiNation, Dakar, Senegal 
 
2020/2021  Dutch Open Air Museum, Arnhem, The Netherlands 
 
2022   Creaviva Children’s Museum, Bern, Switzerland 
   and 
   Liverpool Museums & Galleries, United Kingdom 
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